COMPENSATION PLAN
Bitfrex Bot economically rewards users who promote and sell
their products. You can start earning commissions whether you have
purchased a Bitfrex Bot product or not yet. It does so through 2
types of bonuses:

1. Commission for Direct Selling
The first bonus of the compensation plan rewards you each time you
make a sale (first level commission) and each time someone you
recommend Bitfrex Bot, makes a sale (second level commission).
The commission you receive is stipulated by a percentage of the sale
made. This percentage varies depending on the total sales you have
previously made.
Once you reach the next level in terms of sales made, you will keep it for a
life time and you will always earn the percentages marked by that level.
You will collect the corresponding commission each time someone within
your two levels of influence makes a purchase. It does not matter when
they do it or how many they make. You will commission all their
purchases indefinitely in time.
Commission payments will be made effective at the time the product is
delivered to the person who made the purchase. It may take up to 96
hours and be transferred to the bitcoin wallet that you have indicated in
the "Account" section of your "Members Area".

Summary of bonuses and levels:
Level 1. From 1 to 2 direct affiliates who make purchase = 10% first level.
Level 2. From 4 to 10 direct affiliates who make purchase = 10% first
level, 5% second level.

Level 3. From 11 to 20 direct affiliates who make purchase = 15% first
level, 5% second level.
Level 4. From 21 to 50 direct affiliates who make purchase = 20% first
level, 5% second level.
Level 5. From 51 direct affiliates who make purchase and onwards = 23%
first level, 7% second level.

2. Commission for Multiple Direct Selling
Apart from the benefits you get for the first bonus, you can access to extra
commissions for making multiple sales within the same calendar month.
This bonus consists of one monetary part and another in the form of
Bitfrex Bot product.
To qualify for these awards, you must make 3, 6 and/or 10 sales of Bitfrex
Bot Mini or Bitfrex Bot Full (not Bitfrex Indicator) subject to the
RoboForex promotion.
They are cumulative. So you can receive the 3 bonuses if you make 10
sales in the same month. At the start of a new month, the statistic
restarts.
The bonuses (commissions and prizes in producto form) will be effective
on the last day of each month. The monetary part will be transferred to
the bitcoin wallet that you have indicated in the "Account" section of your
"Members Area". Support will contact you to make the delivery of the
products via email, which will be activated in RoboForex accounts
affiliated by Bitfrex Bot.

Summary of bonuses:
3 sells in the same month = $50 + Bitfrex Indicator
6 sells in the same month = $100 + Bitfrex bot Mini
10 sells in the same month = $165 + Bitfrex Bot Full

3. Seller’s Race
This bonus is awarded to the 3 users who make the most sales in a
calendar month.
It is a point-based system in which each sale, depending on the product
sold, adds a certain number to the total score of the seller:









Bitfrex Indicator – 60 points
Bitfrex Indicator RoboForex – 120 points
Bitfrex Bot Mini – 200 points
Bitfrex Bot Mini RoboForex – 400 points
Bitfrex Bot Full – 500 points
Bitfrex Bot Full RoboForex – 1000 points
Aditional Bitfrex Bot Mini or Full ($77-$99 cost) – 150 points
Bitfrex Bot Upgrade from Mini to Full – 150 puntos

The classification will be updated several times per month, where users
will be able to check their position.
This bonus consists of one monetary part and another in the form of
Bitfrex Bot product.
The classification will close on the last day of each month and it will reset
on day 1 of the following month.
The bonuses (commissions and prizes in the form of product) will be
effective in the first days of the following month. The monetary part will
be transferred to the bitcoin wallet that you have indicated in the
"Account" section of your "Members Area". Support will contact you to
make the delivery of the products via email, which will be activated in
RoboForex accounts affiliated by Bitfrex Bot.

Summary of bonuses:
1st Classified = $1.000
2nd Classified = $500 + Bitfrex Bot Full
3rd Classified = $250 + Bitfrex Bot Mini

